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1 LOOKING FORWARD: SUBSCRIPTIONS, AGM AND E-MAILS 

First, the Committee asks you to look to the future on three topics: 

(1) Subscriptions are now due.  If your membership is up for renewal, a reminder will be sent; if you 

do not get a reminder your membership continues for the next year.  The rates are unchanged. 

(2) The AGM will be on Thursday 30th March 2017, Chorleywood Library, 8 pm; there will be one 

vacancy on the Committee to be filled – are you interested?.  The Agenda &c will be sent out 

nearer the day. 

(3) E-mail: if you have received this Newsletter by post but have an e-mail address, please send it to  

friendsofcwc@gmail.com – we will not disclose it to any third parties, or use it for anything other 

than Friends of Chorleywood Common communications.  Alternatively, If you do not use e-mail 
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but have a family member or friend who would be prepared to verbally pass e-mail messages 

from us to you about our events, please do ask them to send their e-mail address to friend-

sofcwc@gmail.com and we can keep in touch with you more regularly in that way. 

If you have any ideas about activities, or topics for meetings, which you think would be of interest to 

members of the Friends of Chorleywood Common - please let us know. 

2 COMMUNITY PLAN AND NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN  

The Community Plan has been completed, published, and distributed to all households in the Parish.  

In accordance with the Plan, the Parish Council has allocated various tasks to Committees (details 

are to be published in Chorleywood Matters): the Open Spaces Committee has responsibility for, 

among other things, – 

 using Chorleywood Matters, the website, noticeboard etc to enhance users’ understanding of the 

use, history and nature of the Common; 

 considering why the levels of dissatisfaction with the maintenance of Open Spaces [as expressed 

in the responses to the Community Plan Questionnaire] were so high; whether that accurately 

represents public opinion, and if so, how it can be remedied. 

The proposed Neighbourhood Plan will build on the work done to create the Community Plan, spe-

cifically in relation to planning concerns: when it is in force, it will become part of the planning policy 

regulating the way the Three Rivers local plan is applied in Chorleywood, and the Parish Council will 

receive a larger share (25% rather than 15%) of the Community Infrastructure Levy raised from de-

velopments within the parish.  The Working Group preparing the Neighbourhood Plan have recently 

had a meeting with officers at Three Rivers, who have provided guidance on what the Plan should 

include.  Considerable further work is needed to complete the Plan, which will then have to be put 

out to public consultation, agreed with Three Rivers and submitted to the Parish electorate in a local 

referendum - that, it seems, may now be timed to coincide with the Local Government elections in 

May 2018. 

 

3 POND DIPPING  

We held our annual children’s Pond Dipping event on the even-

ing of Thursday 19th May, when Andrew Goddard the Common 

Ranger provided several newts and other wildlife for examina-

tion.  However, there were fewer children than we had hoped 

for, and we shall be grateful if any of our readers can give us 

feedback [email to mrhyde1@hotmail.co.uk] on how we might 

encourage more children or grandchildren to turn up.  Those 

that do arrive get a great buzz out of participating.  Were you 

aware of the time and date, and was it suitable, or what might be more convenient?  Are there are 

more alternative occasions now, through Cubs, Beavers or Schools groups to go pond dipping?  The 
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works programme for the Common includes removing fish from Darvells Pond as a task which might 

be suitable for volunteers: if it could be arranged, would your family like to come on a fishing trip? 

 

4 GRAZING   

The grazing project has encountered problems in both this year’s grazing periods.  The cattle that 

came in the Spring were young stock and not fully trained on the system; they broke out because 

they had not learned to stop before the collar gave an electric shock, and had to be sent home early.  

The Autumn period had to be cut short because the heavy rain in September flooded one of the bat-

tery compartments and put the ‘virtual fence’ out of action, and after that, part of the buried cable 

was pulled up and broken. 

Let us hope for better success next year: grazing made the Common what it is, and more grazing will 

be a worthwhile contribution to the maintenance of this very special stretch of open land. 

 

5 GIANT BUTTERBUR  

Richard Mabey’s wonderful Flora Britannica (1st edition, 1996, pp.377-

8 slightly adapted) says of wild butterbur:- 

“The huge rhubarb-like leaves of butterbur really were used for wrap-

ping butter in the days before refrigeration. Handle a leaf and you will 

understand why: it is not only large and pliable enough to fold without 

breaking, and thick enough to cushion butter from bruising and soak 

up any seepage, but actually feels cool to the touch because of the 

soft grey down on the underside.  It can still make a serviceable wrap-

ping for picnic left-overs or a cache of wild berries. 

“But butterbur leaves are most often used today as umbrellas or sun-

shades — as their scientific name suggests: Petasites derives from the 

Greek petasos, meaning a broad-brimmed felt hat.  Gerard [1597] 

agreed that the leaves were ‘of such a widenesse, as that of it selfe it is 

bigge and large inough to keepe a man’s head from raine, and from 

the heat of the sunne’. 

“By the River Dove in Derbyshire young children have been seen spontaneously picking butterbur 

leaves to protect themselves from a summer downpour. One botanist’s grandchildren regularly 

dress up entirely in butterbur leaves when playing in their hop-vine wigwams. 

“When the flowers first push through the soil the spikes look sufficiently like flushed button mush-

rooms to have earned the now obsolete country name of ‘early mushrooms’.” 

The Flora of Hertfordshire says that Giant Butterbur ‘has been known in the grounds of Chorleywood 

House for a long time’ and there is a good stand of it near the Tennis Club, almost opposite the 

 

Giant Butterbur (with small 

dog, to indicate size of leaves) 

on Chorleywood House Estate.  

Photo: Simon Varnals. 
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school entrance, but there seem to be few if any other recent known locations in the county. There 

is an “older record” from Croxley, so keep looking! 

 

6 VILLAGE DAY AND COMMONS DAY  

Our stand at Village Day was well attended throughout the day, with our innovative and attention 

grabbing Quiz “Whose poo?” catching the attention of many young inquisitors.  For some of us, the 

sight of that deposited by a badger was particularly interesting, as the photo showed what to expect 

when coming across a ‘midden’ – the communal spot chosen by badgers, some distance from their 

sett. 

Our pond life tanks were also popular – with pond 

skaters and water-boatmen vying for attention 

alongside the newts we had been able to find.  These 

latter were unusual in that this year we had three ju-

venile Great Crested newts in their tank, alongside, 

with a bit of poetic licence, “their” mother.  She was 

a fine specimen and showed off her colourful, or-

ange spotted belly on a number of occasions, much 

to the delight of those craning their necks to get a 

closer look. The distinctive orange bottom edge of 

her tail was also clearly visible – this being the hall-

mark of the female.  The photos show this very 

clearly and the contrast between her tail and the 

male’s vivid silver stripe.  It is only the male who, in 

the breeding season, has the Great Crest, from which 

they take their name. 

We were glad to welcome 14 new members on the 

day, as well as offers of help with maintenance work 

on the Common. 

We also had a stand at the Parish Council’s inaugural Commons Day on a very wet Saturday 10th Sep-

tember.  What was heartening about it was that those who did attend were very interested in the 

Common as portrayed by our display boards and our Quiz “Can you identify these birds, plants and 

animals found on the Common?”.   So much so that we were delighted to recruit two new members. 

We showed the Common’s “uncommon” features and the monthly fixed point photos of the Dew 

Pond from 2015 to 2016.  Many people were taken by the aerial photograph that shows the extent 

of the Common, its golf fairways and such other open grassland areas that are not covered by the 

extensive secondary woodland. 

Besides the rather unequal struggle by the mainly ladies Cricket Club team in the tug-of-war against 

a beefy Parish Council team, there were other highlights.  The ice-cream and pop-corn vendors 

 

Great Crested Newts - photos by pinterest.com 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+crested+newts&view=detailv2&&id=F3136B6E7C89BB1F054EA8B21C01F1F86CE2C25E&selectedIndex=177&ccid=YoWH/8kO&simid=608045169858906445&thid=OIP.M628587ffc90ede04fe0e7fbabfa2e39ao0
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stayed throughout, as did those running the PA system, and the film “Oddball and the Penguins” was 

watched by a good number of stalwarts, at least partially under cover for the most part. 

However, it was the wildlife that stole the show – 

a ‘once in a lifetime’ appearance in the pouring 

rain by a lone, bright, Small Tortoiseshell butter-

fly and the display of number of tethered birds of 

prey.  This latter exhibit was spectacular, with 

many British birds as well as some notable others 

from around the world.  The female Goshawk in 

particular (photo left) caught the eye – so helpful 

for those who struggle with “was that a Goshawk 

or a Sparrowhawk?”.  It is to be hoped that we 

shall see them again next year, and even more so 

if they can be found a place to fly, as they were 

all “flying” birds ie those that have been trained to return to the hand. 

 

7 BUTTERFLY SURVEYS  

Readers will appreciate that this has been a mixed year 

for butterflies, marked by very unsettled spells at various 

times over the months.  Our surveys reflect this, with two 

being rained off and those at the beginning of the year 

yielding very little.  Nonetheless, although overall num-

bers are down on last year, we have recorded 26 species 

of butterflies and day-flying moths, compared with 27 last 

year.   All our regular species were found to be present 

again this year, including the Gatekeeper and Brown Ar-

gus.  Two that passed us by were the migrant species of 

the Clouded Yellow and the Painted Lady. 

The fall in numbers of the Small Tortoiseshell is causing concern nationally and so it is pleasing to say 

that we have had continuing sightings of this species on the Common this year.  Members of Butter-

fly Conservation were asked to submit their garden sight-

ings of this species in order to help map its current distri-

bution. 

Our Speckled Woods have also come into prominence, 

though we felt somewhat later than usual this year.  Our 

September survey came across several situated across 

the Common, in the sunny woodland edges, including a 

group of 7 in one of the rides near Christ Church.  Cou-

ples were making very determined displays, either to gain 

territorial advantage or to woo a mate.  Either way, these 

 
Small Tortoiseshell - photo by Robert Cave 

 
Goshawk - photo by raptorpolitics 

 

 
Speckled Wood – photo by Simon Varnals 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+small+tortoisehell&id=2AB418494EFE01A9B8D706007E91AEE17764F0CD&FORM=IQFRBA
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+female+goshawk&view=detailv2&qpvt=images+of+female+goshawk&id=72ECF0A9CC60BE625F64EB9F25F6966ABA8D85BB&selectedIndex=14&ccid=m5RviuXO&simid=608012794395755274&thid=OIP.M9b946f8ae5ce31952f10c4df97d48cfao0
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small, dark brown butterflies showed their speckled wing patterns, topside and underside, very 

clearly when at rest – making identification very easy.  

Although the variety of species that we have recorded 

on the Common has been quite consistent, it is always 

worth keeping one’s eyes open for others.  In a sunny 

clearing in Carpenter’s Wood this year there was a 

small group of Silver-washed Fritillaries present during 

their short summer season.  The male of this large, 

striking butterfly shows its bright orange colour in 

flight and immediately attracts attention.  His mate is 

only slightly less showy, being a shade more brown 

than orange.  

 

8 GLOW-WORM SURVEY   

On three Friday evenings in July, a small group led by the Ranger went out at dusk 

to look for glow-worms in the Railway Field, Larks Meadow, the May Bushes, and 

the area between the Cattle Creep, the 

station carpark and the Old Shepherd – 

those are the best parts of the Common 

for the snails that glow-worms feed on.  

We saw a Bee Orchid, a very tall (but un-

photogenic) teazle, and the silver birches 

at the top of Larks Meadow silhouetted 

against the last of the daylight – but no lu-

minous insects. 

We also drew a blank last year; as glow-worms have a three-year life-cycle, we 

plan to try again in 2017, but we already know that if there are still any glow-

worms on the Common, they are much less abundant than once they were. 

 

9 NEWTS IN THE COMMON PONDS  

As a result of the surveys carried out during the course of this year, evidence of the presence of our 

European protected species, the Great Crested Newt (GCN), was established in six of our seven 

ponds.  It was only in the now shallow New pond that no eggs were found, though this pond contin-

ues to be favoured by other species, as well as frogs and toads. 

Despite their appearance, the muddy waters of Top Common South pond were no barrier to the 

GCN and as eggs were found, we would expect that a proportion of the resulting larvae would have 

completed their metamorphosis to juveniles.  

 

 
Silver-washed Fritillary - photo by Butterfly 

Conservation 

 
Bee orchid at 

dusk 

 
Silver birches after sunset 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=image+of+silver+washed+fritillary&view=detailv2&&id=1DB01167BC1D89BDE939167B42872C2C2F8153D4&selectedIndex=0&ccid=Z%2btaoX7K&simid=608041068166120435&thid=OIP.M67eb5aa17eca7c148fef689f95d3fc02H0
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Moving away from the GCN, we have two 

other British species of newts in the ponds, 

the Common, or Smooth newt and the Pal-

mate newt.  During a netting exercise to cap-

ture specimens for an educational talk, it was 

interesting to find not only the Smooth newt 

in the Dew pond and Sladdys pond, but also 

the Palmate newt.  This species takes its name 

from the webbing the male possesses on his 

hind feet and although very similar in looks to 

the Smooth, the Palmate has a pink throat 

without any of the spots found on the 

Smooth.  

 

10 YOUNG RANGERS  

The first Young Rangers event took place on 4th August and was well attended by a respectable 

number of children of varying ages, the younger ones being accompanied by their mothers.  The chil-

dren were interested and engaged finding a variety of natural objects. 

Unfortunately the second scavenger hunt had to be cancelled as, after an initial signing up by 15 chil-

dren, the day approached and the temperatures rose, the cancellations came leaving just 3 children 

still committed to attending.  

This has led us to re-think future programmes 

and on that basis a list of events and dates will 

be drawn up in January.  This would include pre 

booked activities that would be led by an ex-

pert in a particular skill such as building insect 

boxes, guided walk by local historian, photog-

raphy workshop.  These activities would need 

to be approved by the Parish Council as it is a 

joint enterprise. 

To ensure that a reasonable number of children 

are attending these events it is proposed that a 

£5 deposit is taken when booking.  If 2 weeks 

prior to an event there are insufficient numbers we will cancel the proposed event and refund the 

deposits. 

Hopefully a number of parent volunteers will also come forward for each event as without this sup-

port it will prove impossible to run Young Rangers. 

 

 
Palmate newt – photo: flickr.com 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=palmate+newt+images&view=detailv2&qpvt=palmate+newt+images&id=BDAB08F18FCA34D8E4D2F64972E83D1444F0FE4F&selectedIndex=13&ccid=A00HgAW0&simid=608035373104038422&thid=OIP.M034d078005b4bfdbdca99558e176ae5fo0
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11 PLAY AREA AND NATURE TRAIL   

Most readers will already know that on 26 April 2016, Chorleywood Parish Council considered a pro-

posal for a Play Area at ‘site 15’ on the Common, the area, on the Chorleywood Bottom side of the 

railway, between the railway fence and the road to the station car park.  The Parish Council decided 

(by 10 votes to 6) to reject a Play Area on the Common, and to suggest that Three Rivers District 

Council should consider siting a Play Area on Chorleywood House Estate.  However, on 29 June the 

District Council’s Leisure Committee decided (on the Chair’s casting vote after a tied vote on party 

political lines) to reject the suggestion of a Play Area on the Estate and to obtain an Officers’ report 

on the cost and other factors which would affect applications for planning permission, and Planning 

Inspectorate consent under Commons Act 2006 s 38, for a Play Area at site 15 or site 13 on the Com-

mon.  We understand that at a later meeting, the Leisure Committee decided to work towards ob-

taining planning permission, s 38 consent and the Parish Council’s agreement, with a view to in-

stalling play equipment at site 15 in the year 2018 (after the next Parish Council elections).  The situ-

ation is not straightforward; among other things, planning policy states that an application for a play 

area on the Common should “normally” be rejected. 

Separately, the Parish Council has decided to proceed with the ‘Nature Trail’ project, which might 

include (at various points around the Common) information boards at the parking areas; chainsaw 

sculptures; ‘Wildwood dens’ and woodland trails; provision of den building materials; and QR codes 

providing links to further information and educational materials. The most elaborate (and expensive) 

items would be the bespoke ‘Wildwood dens’; they are made of natural oak (like the fallen tree be-

tween Shepherd’s Bridge and Cherry Tree Dell), to British Standards; they are designed to give op-

portunities for imaginative play and for interacting with the natural environment (for instance they 

can incorporate bumble-bee homes); and they would be expected to last for 50 years or more. There 

could be items in the woodland between the Cricket Club and Darvells Pond; at the Gun Dell and the 

fallen tree; and in the woodland between Artichoke Dell and Christchurch Pond.  The total cost of 

the identified possible items would be substantial, but it would not be necessary to install everything 

in one go: the project could be undertaken in stages; parts of it could be prepared in-house by the 

Rangers; and the more elaborate items could be paid for from the Parish’s share of ‘Community In-

frastructure Levy’ as it comes in.  Natural England’s Landscape Officer has expressed support for the 

project, and the Parish Office is consulting the Planning Inspectorate to ascertain whether any ele-

ments of the proposed Trail would require consent under s 38 of the 2006 Act. 

12 WILDFLOWERS AND BUTTERFLIES WALK  

This walk on 7th August was led by Martin Hicks and with Andrew Goddard our Common Ranger 

alongside him, it proved to be a most informative occasion.   

We were taken through all three of the Common’s different grasslands, acid, neutral and chalk, stop-

ping at times to notice the quite sharp separations that occur between them, as the geology 

changes. 

There are many different grasses on the Common, going by a great variety of names, such as Red 
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Fescue, Common Bent, Sweet Vernal, Yorkshire Fog, 

Wavy Hair, and Golden Oat, as shown in the photo. 

It is the chalk grassland that is the most highly 

prized, as much has been lost nationally over time.  

Here, at Lark’s Meadow, the wild flowers we came 

across included Fairy Flax, the Greater Knapweed, 

wild Basil and wild Thyme, Agrimony, Pyramidal Or-

chid and Bird’s Foot Trefoil.  This latter is the plant 

food for the larvae of the Common Blue butterfly 

and it is quite common to find these on Lark’s 

Meadow, though most of the butterflies we found 

on our walk were Meadow Browns. 

 

13 EDIBLE AND MEDICINAL PLANTS WALK   

An enthusiastic party enjoyed Victoria Stainsby’s most interesting and informative walk in May 

across a small area of the Common from Shepherd’s Bridge across to the Old Shepherd and back 

through the cattle creep.  Despite this being a short walk, Victoria, a local herbalist and naturopath, 

was able to show us a great variety of plants with healing powers to treat a wide range of conditions, 

all growing on our doorstep.  She drew particular attention to the advantages of natural remedies 

which were absorbed more readily by our bodies than antibiotics, which, she pointed out “kill every-

thing”.   Many plants were edible, with leaves able to be used in salads or as a tea. 

A great benefit was to be had from using certain plants to “balance the body” in many ways – mint, 

that releases heat to counter a cold, sticky weed/goosegrass as a lymphatic cleanser for a cough, 

couch grass for a urinary tract infection, elderflower for the menopause, nettles, which are high in 

iron, for hay fever, the kidneys, the bladder and, using the root, for an enlarged prostate.  The list 

went on and makes further study a most worthwhile exercise. 

Victoria has kindly provided a recipe for nettle soup, below: an example of what can be done with 

one of our commonest “weeds”. 

 

14 CONSIDER THE NETTLE …… 

by Victoria Allen Stainsby, MA NDip, Naturopath & Herbalist 

Chorleywood Common is a wonderful source of both edible and medicinal plants.  If you were una-

ble to make the walk earlier in the year focusing on these types of plants, let me ask you to stop for 

a moment and consider the nettle.  Your first reaction will probably be to roll your eyes and think 

why on earth… ?  The nettle is probably one of the most reviled of all ‘weeds’.  Who hasn’t been 

stung by nettles on an innocent stroll?  They are also prolific, springing up just about everywhere 

and at all times of the year.  What a nuisance! 

 

Golden Oat - photo by pinterest.com 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+golden+oat+grass&id=B383ED32028E016B3E70A97A3E809AF7C4C5F59C&FORM=IQFRBA
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And yet … they offer quite an amazing combination of nutritional and medicinal benefits, all for free. 

Nutritionally, the nettle is an incredible source of nutrients.  It is mineral-rich:- high in magnesium 

and iron, chlorophyll and Vitamin C.  Those nasty stingers are actually made of silica, which is an im-

portant mineral for bone strength and flexibility along with calcium and magnesium.  Nettle tea is 

widely available in shops and is a wonderful tonic for anaemia.  You may notice the slightly metallic 

taste of nettle tea once it has oxidized, those are the minerals.  Nettles are cleansing, a natural de-

toxifier which stimulates the kidneys and helps with fluid retention.  Nettles are known to reduce 

blood sugar levels and improve circulation.  Breastfeeding mothers will benefit from the rich mineral 

content of nettles and increased milk production.  One of my favourite herbal tea combinations is 

nettle and peppermint, a real pick me up when you are feeling tired.  Besides tea, nettle is a wonder-

ful base for a soup. It is actually more nutritious than spinach and free from the oxalic acid in spinach 

which is contra-indicated for arthritis sufferers.  In fact, you could substitute cooked nettle anytime 

you use spinach.  It works well in Indian saag paneer or lamb saag. Simply blanch fresh nettles in 

boiling water.  No more stingers! 

As a medicine nettle is a wonderful tonic for hayfever and asthma sufferers, as it is a source of quer-

cetin, a natural bioflavonoid which reduces the histamine response.  Quercetin and Vitamin C are 

also natural anti-inflammatories.  Nettle root is also a traditional remedy for prostate enlargement, 

used on its own or with Saw Palmetto.  

I have included a Nettle Soup recipe below.  Wear your gloves, pick only the young sweet leaves near 

the top, and wash them thoroughly and enjoy! 

Simple Nettle Soup 

Ingredients (4 – 6 portions): 

3 - 4 handfuls, say about 150g, nettles, washed and 
chopped 
1 medium onion, chopped 
1 medium potato, peeled and diced 
2tbsps butter 
1 litre of good chicken or vegetable stock 
6-10 mushrooms, sliced 
Crème fraiche 
Salt and Pepper to taste 

Method 

In a medium saucepan melt the butter and soften the onion and potato. Add the nettles stirring until 

wilted. Add the stock and leave to simmer for about 20min. In the meantime cook the mushrooms in 

a small amount of butter in another pan and put to one side. When the nettles have simmered take 

them off the hob and liquidize with a hand-blender. Add the cooked mushrooms, ladle into a serving 

bowl, add a tbsp. of crème fraiche and salt and pepper to taste. 

 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

 

 
Stinging nettles 

Photo: offthegridnews 


